Podcast Alarm
iOS (Android Soon)
Set yourself a motivating alarm
When the alarm blares you just want to make it
stop, hit snooze as fast as possible and lay there
until it blasts again. What if you actually enjoyed
the sound of your alarm? Sure, you could pick
your favourite song, and RUIN it forever!
We recommend starting each day with a
different podcast alarm. With Podcast Alarm you
can select whatever kind of podcast you’re into
as your morning alarm. Instead of hitting
snooze, dozing off again and feeling worse, you
can actually listen to something interesting.
Pre-Order on Apple App Store (Release 30th Sep 2019) - here
Download the Beta build to test and use app now - here
Twitter - here
Press Kit - here

www.podcastalarm.app

Squeeze in that extra laugh, insight, or update
every day.
Podcast Alarm lets you search through every podcast and curate a self updating list
of episodes using your subscriptions. Then simply pick when and hear it even while
the app is in the background. It even downloads the latest episodes in the
background so you don’t need to worry.
Currently includes; Search, Queue of multiple podcasts, set multiple alarms,
nightstand mode. Many more to come.

Loved by people with get up and go!
I have been running the app as a beta for the last 6 months with great feedback, It
sounds like a simple idea but lots of people love the idea of waking up to their
interests.
Pre-Order Price - GDP 1.99 ( App Store Tier 2 )
Release - Approx GDP 5.99 ( Year Subscription )

Podcasts are a growing trend.
Apple reported at WWDC 2019 - 51% of the US population listen to podcasts.
Listeners are loyal aﬄuent and educated, with the average user listening to 7
episodes a week. Podcast usage up 157% over the last 4 years. Google have also
made big steps this year with Google Podcasts.

One man band.
This entire project is made by me Jonathan Wilson, I have designed, coded,
promoted, and marketed it. I am a full time software engineer from Northern Ireland
and I have created all this in my spare time, I am extremely proud of the app and I
hope you can spare the time to help me promote it further.
https://twitter.com/JohnyJWilson UK Mob: +44 7445419220

